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Homage to the Primordial Protector, Immutable Light!

Samsara and nirvana, all that exists in beings and the environment, 
Is primordially self-arising transcendent wisdom; 

Not requiring effort and mental prayers.

However, for as yet unrealized sentient beings 
To awaken their mind from the sleep of ignorance 

The hallucinated dream must be cleared away.

So that they can rest in beds of peace and happiness, 
The great bliss dharmakaya prayer  

That awakens from the sleep of ignorance is taught.

AH OM HUM 

The sense of I and the world, though beyond thought,  
Is not awakened by effort because it always has been.  

Sentient beings, undeceived, abide in pure open expanse.

Before the arising of samsara and nirvana 
Is the original king, pristine awareness.

The true nature of self is beyond explaining 
Not outside, inside, or in between, open, unimpeded, 

It is the basis of both samsara and nirvana.

The manifestations of ‘I’ are unceasing. 
Within unceasing manifestation, anything can appear. 

At first, five lights appear.
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Those with sharp awareness, instantly 
Recognize it as their own manifestation, 
And it is self-liberated in the next instant.

May all sentient beings of the three realms 
Reach the kingdom of Samantabhadra!

If the mind is darkened by obscuration it clings to duality, 
Not recognizing the manifestations as its own. 

When beings wander on to a mistaken path, 
may they obtain a good form in a pure realm, 

see the face of the holy Guru and 
taste the nectar of their speech.

May their minds be ripened by the profound four initiations, 
and may realization and liberation be simultaneous!

In this way, the phenomena of samsara and nirvana 
Are created by the Samantabhadra, ‘I’. 

The ‘I’ lacks a separate basis or root;  
It abides in great primordial baselessness.

In unending display, without foundation, 
All phenomena appear as emanated illusions. 

All sentient beings of the three realms 
Are not separate from the Samantabhadra-I.

I am the first Buddha. 
May all sentient beings realize the same!

Phenomena made by Samantabhadra I, 
Those that appear and those that don’t, 

Have never been inherently existent.

Just as dream awareness gives rise 
To false appearances during dreams, 

All phenomena appear yet do not exist.

Like the inseparability of ice and water, 
There is no separation between all things and myself; 

It is primordial, equanimity of single taste.
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This what I-Samantabhadra, say! 
May all beings realize it!

Therefore, all phenomena are my manifestation. 
Samsara and nirvana, indivisible. 

Buddhas and sentient beings, non-dual.

No abandoning delusions or adopting wisdom, 
No separate happiness and suffering; 

All are equal in my reality.

This pure awareness, free of rejection or approval, 
I, Samantabhadra, reveal. 

May it be realized just as I teach it!

Thus, all phenomena 
Within baseless, rootlessness, spontaneously appear; 

And are liberated within me.

All existent phenomena are well established 
Yet their essence is empty space; 

I don’t say they are truly existent!

May all sentient beings be freed 
By this view of great transcendent wisdom!

Like planets and stars appearing in the ocean, 
All appearing, existent phenomena 

Arise as manifestations of bodhicitta.

May all be liberated by this meditation  
That is free from accepting and rejecting, 
Through this, I-Samantabhadra’s, prayer!

All phenomena of samsara and nirvana 
Do not arise; they are manifestations of the base.

With knowledge of self-arising transcendent wisdom welling up, 
It is like having gone to an island of gold and jewels: 
Conduct is spontaneous manifestation of the base. 

May sentient beings realize it!
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I-Dharmakaya, my ultimate nature 
Does not exist as self or other, 

But is not missing, inside or outside. 
Delusion and transcendent wisdom are non-dual.

This samaya that is beyond keeping or transgressing, 
Is the great primordial samaya that I explain. 

May all sentient beings of the three realms 
Abide in this samaya that is beyond commitments.

Present appearances and awareness, unmodified, 
Just as they are, primordially appearing and dissolving, 

Is self-arising transcendent wisdom.

Without abandoning, grasping is naturally released. 
Without adopting, awareness is automatically clear. 

Innate luminosity flows without interruption 
This is called the primordially attained great result.

I , Samantabhadra, explain it, 
May all sentient beings realize it!

Inside a self-arisen palace, a tent of five lights 
At the heart of each individual, 

Is Samantabhadra, bright and alert.

Abiding in the singular great indivisibility 
Of three: essence, nature, and compassion, 

Without inside or outside, pervading everywhere, 
Abiding primordially, without object,

Without gaining or losing the enlightened bodies and wisdoms, 
The oral instructions of Great Perfection, Dzogchen, 

Shine by way of the individual’s lamps.

Seeing the original Buddha in actuality; 
May all sentient beings know this!

From the manifestation of my awareness 
Appear lights and rays and spheres, 
Arising from outer and inner space 

Incredibly, in direct perception.
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Like the sun and its rays, 
They effortlessly, spontaneously shine forth.

May all beings of the three realms without exception, 
Have increasing manifestations of luminosity!

Dharmakaya, Rupakayas, 
All appearances of the three bodies, 

Arise as the manifestation of my awareness.

May all sentient beings in samsara 
See the three kayas by way of their lamps 

And cut through all appearances of the path.

For all those who hear my prayer, 
May all things disappear into clear light mind. 
May their form aggregate disappear into light, 

And ordinary mind disappear into pristine awareness.

What happens with these three disappearances, 
The great exhaustion of intellect and phenomena, 

Is that you arise in the yung-drung-body of great transference, 
Without abandoning this body.

Like this, may all sentient beings 
Be liberated in the yung-drung-body!

May the immortal Sambhogakayas, 
Taking birth and engaging  

With inconceivable emanations, 
Fully accomplish the welfare of sentient beings, 

And may I and all others, without exception 
Attain the youthful vase body.

If they have weaker karma and perseverance, 
And so are not liberated in this life, 

When their mind departs from their body, 
Through clairvoyance and memory, 

May they be able to attain liberation in the bardo 
And reach the kingdom of Samantabhadra!
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At that time, may the forty-five peaceful Deities, 
And the eighty Wrathful Ones, 

Be spontaneously realized as the display of awareness.

Seeing this mandala of great spontaneity, 
May all sentient beings know it  

As the manifestation of their own awareness.

At that time, from their corpse, their ordinary form aggregate, 
From five types of special relic-pills: 
Sha-ri-ram, ba-ri-ram, chu-ri-ram, 
Pan-tsa-ram, and nya-ri-ram, etc, 

May sounds, lights, and earth-movements 
Be noticed by people and even then 

Bring infinite benefit to sentient beings, liberating them 
By just seeing, hearing, or thinking of them!

Then, may those who are still not liberated, 
Recognize their impending birth, 
And not enter into future rebirth.

May they exhaust all imprints for rebirth in the six realms, 
Sigh with relief in an Emanation body, 

And for five hundred years in a pure land, 
Having generated their own pure awareness, 

May they attain the irreversible enlightenment.

By just hearing this profound prayer of mine 
May all sentient beings effortlessly, spontaneously realize 
Ultimate truth, this view of effortless natural liberation!

Having effortlessly, spontaneously realized it, may all sentient beings 
Attain enlightenment in this life, the bardo, or in a pure realm.

This, I-Samantabhadra say, is the king of all prayers. 
When recited during eclipses of the sun or moon, during thunder, earthquakes, 

Or when a Dzogchen yogi is passing into nirvana, 
All those who hear the recitation will be liberated, I say.

This prayer reveals the true nature of all phenomena. 
Everyone, chant this all-encompassing prayer.
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It has the same benefit as reciting all of the teachings 
May this prayer exhaust samsara and empty the deluded world.

This, the ultimate truth of Akhanista, 
Samantabhadra, the source of whatever appears, 

Abides in the brown agate of the heart with its crystal roof, 
This awareness-transmission lineage of Rigpay Kyechung, 

Rigpay Kyechung, Tsémé Öden, 
Explained to me, Rigpa Rangshar.

Much exhorted by disciples with faith in me 
I wrote it down just as it came, unaltered.

This Dharmakaya Prayer, requested by Jatang Chog-trul Tenpay 
Nyima and Geshe Norbu Gyaltsen, was written down by the as-
cetic of Shardza, Tashi Gyaltsen. From the expanse of rigpa-aware-
ness itself appeared Samantabhadra in a wide-eyed thumb-sized 
body of light, and I wrote down exactly what he said without al-
teration. May it become a cause for all beings to attain the king-

dom of Dharmakaya!  Sarva Mangalam!

Kunzang Gar Geshe Dangsong Namgyel dedicates this translation for 
the sake of the millions of animals dying in Australia’s wildfires.
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